
CONCLUSION

In the short span of twelve years a sub-community

had worked through some of the most complex problems

between and within the lesbian and gay communities. They

had entered into city politics, cautiously at first and

then with greater confidence. And in 1982 they fought

off a frontal assault by Christian fundamentalists on

their hard-earned civil rights. The rapid rise of

Austin's lesbian-gay community from closet in 1970 to

campaign in 1982 is a uniquely American success story.

In the 1960s and before, homosexuals led largely

hidden and often frightened lives. On the outside they

blended in with everyone else. Few Austinites knew that

many local politicians, schoolteachers, college students,

musicians, bus drivers, photographers, bureaucrats and

professors led double lives. Few knew that in 1968a

Austin had three bars where homosexuals congregated nor

were they aware of several parks and public restrooms

where male homosexuals cruised each other. They did not

know that certain University of Texas departments were

known for employing many female homosexuals. The

homosexual world in Austin was closeted as it was
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everywhere in America before the 1960s. The secretive

quality of this feared and despised subculture often

meant that it was subjected to wanton and unchallenged

discrimination by government officials and random

violence by "rowdy" elements of society.1

Homosexuals in Austin before the late 1960s, were

kept in the closet by massive societal pressures. Social

institutions used intimidation to discourage -=*

homosexuality. Churches told their members and the

larger society that homosexuality was one of the gravest

of sins. The medical establishment declared

homosexuality to be a form of mental illness. The State

of Texas defined it from the 1890s to 1973 as a felony.

Social institutions merely reflected the popular belief

that homosexuality was unnatural and needed to be

exorcised. The terms "queer," "dyke" and "fag" were

clubs used by society to beat homo- and bisexuals into

acceptable heterosexual gender roles. Homosexuality was

akin to treason - an ultimate denial of the beliefs of

the community. For many years many Austin homosexuals

felt that to defend their lifestyle was to risk the same

social ostracism suffered by "communists" and other

Tom Nichols, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 2 February 1990; Rodney Florence,
interview by the author, written notes, Austin, Texas, 8
February 1990.
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undesirables.2

In the 1960s, however, the situation for homosexuals

in Austin and across America began to change. African-

Americans began challenging the discrepancy between

American rhetoric and American reality in the Civil

Rights movement of the 1950s and 60s. Women and latinos

joined them in the late 1960s. Protesting the Vietnam

War, these minorities merged with white middle class,

college students and forged a powerful alliance that

began breaking down the walls of social intolerance.

In Austin, by 1970, a large idealistic subculture

had arisen that sought to recreate American society in a

truly democratic way. A liberation ideology fueled the

anti-war movement and questioned the social institutions

that had led America to Vietnam. To many the violence

associated with desegregation and the draft signalled

that American society had gone astray from its freedom-

loving beginnings. The student movement wanted to •*

democratize institutions that had become elitist and

xenophobic.

This activity corresponded with the changing

consciousness of women, a drama that was also played out

in Austin in the 1960s and 1970s. Women were tired of

2 ibid.
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the "cult of domesticity" that had resurfaced in America

in the post-World War II years. Many were sick of their

secondary status and the social, economic and political

limitations that kept them at home, subordinate to

fathers and husbands. In the 1960s women began anew the

struggle against sexism. In Austin, women associated

with the University and the state bureaucracy formed

political and social groups to voice their discontent.

The Austin lesbian-gay movement relied on the civil

rights, student and women's movements of the late 1960s

in two ways. The first was that many of the people who

were involved in these movements were also homosexuals.

The "contagion of liberty"3 spreading across America in

this tumultuous era began to infect a number of

homosexuals who began to publicly and politically

identify as lesbian or gay. These people gained

experience in group consciousness-raising and political

organization from their involvements in the other •>•

movements. This experience enabled early lesbian-gay

activists to organize groups such as the Gay Liberation

Front in Austin in 1970.

The second legacy of the movements of the 1960s was

the popularity of social tolerance. The minority

3
Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American

Revolution, 341. ~"~—
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movements of the 1960s forced Americans to look at the

world in a new way. Racism and sexism became associated

with backwardness. It became fashionable with white

middle-class college students to deny their parents' r

narrow-minded heritage. Many wanted to escape the

predictability of American suburbia, which was j

characterized by intolerance. The youth culture of the

late 1960s and early 1970s was sufficiently tolerant to

support a lesbian-gay movement. Lesbians and gays were n

questioning the same social institutions that the rest of

the minority and youth movements were questioning: the [~]

church, the government and the family. In Austin this

tolerance allowed hundreds to actively support a lesbian-

gay movement.

Although it was a far better environment for

lesbians and gays than before, the early 1970s

subcultures still displayed an occasionally repressive

homophobia of their own. This, in addition to the •*

entrenched homophobia of all established social _

institutions meant that the lesbian-gay movement in '

Austin got off to a difficult start. While it is true f]

that hundreds of Austin homosexuals came out politically

and socially for the first time in the early 1970s, there J
were thousands more who still rightly feared social

n
retribution. They continued to hide a significant -part '!

n

o

n
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of their lives from others and often, most dangerously,

from themselves.

A new consciousness was born in the early 1970s, one

that based personal identity on homosexual orientation

and came to be referred to as "gay." At first this was

meant to include women and men. Some women, however,

came to believe that their identities consisted of more

than their homosexual orientation. The term "lesbwwi"

typically meant a feminist gay woman who recognized her

identity as a combination of gender and homosexuality. A

divergence in identities between lesbians and gay men

invariably led to conflict between the two groups.

Conflict, in turn, led to virtually gender-separate

groups like the Austin Lesbian Organization and Gay

Community Services in the raid 1970s.

Another conflict, common to oppressed minorities,

brewed within both gay and lesbian circles: should

groups aim to overthrow the existing social order or seek

changes within it? Those wanting to overthrow the social

order are generally referred to as revolutionaries; the

latter, reformers. In the early 1970s, organizations

dominated by gay men struggled with this question. Some

gays sought to keep GLF in a revolutionary context and

believed that capitalist, straight society would never

give lesbians and gays the respect they deserved. ""
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Others, who sought the same goal of lesbian-gay

liberation, believed that a revolution was an unrealistic

fantasy. The reformers wanted to use their political

voice to force the existing structure to accede to their

demands of equal rights.

Within Austin lesbian circles, the revolutionary/

reformer battle turned on the issue of separatism. Some

revolutionary lesbians sought to divorce themselves-*

entirely from patriarchal society. Some members of ALO,

for that reason, split off to form the lesbianationalists

and refused to work with men, gay or straight, in any

fashion. The reformers were further distinguished by

women who would work in the gay movement and those who

preferred to work in the womens' movement. The former

joined GCS; the latter, Women/Space, and the ALO

foundered.

Revolutionary lesbians and gays leaders were

replaced by reformers in the mid 1970s. Revolutionary

ideology became less popular after the end of the Vietnam

War in 1975 when anti-war coalitions became irrelevant.

Also, reformers had more tangible results from their

efforts than the revolutionaries had from theirs.

Beginning with the 1974 court victory that granted

official status to lesbian-gay groups on the UT campus,

lesbian-gay reformers learned how to get the political
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and legal system to respond to their needs. Reformers

got the City Of Austin to protect lesbians and gays in

its Equal Employment and Public Accommodations Ordinances

and tested the city's commitment in the successful suit

against the Cabaret Disco.

In the midst of the successful legal reforms in the

late 1970s, however, a backlash began to form.

Fundamentalist Christians led nationally by Anita Bsyant

vowed to stop lesbian-gay civil rights, wherever they

could. They unleashed a national campaign in Miami to

repeal lesbian-gay rights legislation and sparked similar

movements across the country. In the spring of 1978

Bryant visited Austin's homophobic fundamentalists. At

this time lesbians and gays put aside their differences

and organized the "Breakfast for Human Rights" to

unwelcome Anita. The event drew over one thousand people

and marked a new era of cooperation between lesbians and

gays. Later in 1978, national lesbian-gay leaders

rallied in Austin to raise funds for the "No on 6"

campaign against homophobia in California.

The Bryant visit and the "No on 6" campaign inspired

local lesbian and gay leaders to mobilize against a

potential fundamentalist reaction in Austin. The year

1979, accordingly, proved to be a watershed year for

political and social cooperation between lesbians aria
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gays. Together they formed Austin Lambda and ALGPC.

Lambda was a cultural project for lesbians and gays and

achieved gender harmony for about two years, a record for

a lesbian-gay social organization in Austin. ALGPC also

achieved gender harmony and, as a clearly defined

political organization, continued to overcome destructive

gender-based conflicts by focusing on political

campaigns. In 1981, of course, the fair housing frfht

left no doubt that the real enemy was the bigot and not

the fellow homosexual.

The nationwide fundamentalist backlash against

homosexuals made lesbian-gay identity even stronger, and

proved the maxim that group identity forms best when it

is under attack from the outside. Indeed, each time that

anti-democratic and/or homophobic groups organized to

stop the Austin lesbian-gay community, they only managed

to make their targets stronger. Had the UT

Administration quietly allowed the GLF on campus in 1970,

the group would not have received the press coverage that

swelled the first year's meetings. Similarly, had the

Austin Citizens for Decency not sought to initiate

legislation in 1981 as stupid as, "It shall not be

unlawful to deny housing on the basis of sexual

orientation," they may have been able to tap into a

larger source of homophobia than they did. Blatant"
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homophobia as a political tool in Austin in the

subsequent years became as counterproductive as blatant

racism. And in the process of using blatant homophobia,

several local institutions helped legitimate the

existence of lesbian-gay identity in Austin, Texas.

Unfortunately, the Austin lesbian-gay community was

not to have the opportunity to capitalize on its

legislative victories of the 1970s and early 1980sv^, In

1983 the first patient with AIDS was diagnosed in

Austin.4 Lesbians and gays have spent most of their

time and energy in the last seven years battling both the

deadly disease and the social stigma attached to it. The

Austin lesbian-gay community has responded to the disease

with compassion and hope. The ideological infighting

that plagued lesbian-gay organizations in the 1970s has

been tempered by a spirit of cooperation. The tragedy of

AIDS has also led to a rebirth in the revolutionary

spirit of some members of the community. Perhaps this

new spirit will encourage the lesbian-gay community to

deal with issues that were ignored in the political

reform movement. Such problems as racism, classism and

sexism have pervaded and continue to pervade Austin's

lesbian-gay community. The 1990s will be the decade to

4 Troy Stokes, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 20 February 1990. —



address these issues. In the continuing fight for

minority civil rights, white middle-class lesbians and

gays must be sensitive to the needs of other

disadvantaged groups. The community of lesbians and gays

has learned, especially in the fair housing fight of

1982, that the African-American and latino populations

have been very supportive of its cause. The community

must not forget this support in the future. -»
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